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ABSTRACT

In order to reach the high fluence goals of the Beamlet laser at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), the polarizers in the system must be laser conditioned to increase their damage thresholds. Research
has shown that by using a six-step raster-conditioning program, the damage thresholds of the HfO2/SiO2
multilayer polarizer coatings can be increased to meet the Beamlet 3-ns design goal of 8 J/cm2. Because of
the large size of the polarizers (73 cm x 37 cm x 9 cm), a large-area conditioning facility was constructed
capable ofrastering a one-meter optic, weighing as much as 400 pounds, at any specified use angle. A large
translational stage moves the optic in a raster pattern through a stationary, 10-Hz rep-rated, 1064-nm beam
with 10-ns pulses. A scatter measurement diagnostic allows on-the-fly evaluation of laser-induced damage
and logs the coordinates of the damage. Laser energy is measured pulse-to-pulse in order to ensure stability
during a scan. A small amount of minor coating damage does occur during the process, but the damage does
not grow upon further irradiation. This damage causes only a small increase in total scatter compared to that
due to the pre-existing defects, and would not influence the system performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) program continues with the development of new laser designs
capable of generating 1 - 2 MJ of 0.35-gm light, the damage thresholds of optical materials are being pushed
to new limits. The best coatings available have laser damage thresholds that are only half of what is required
for these systems. Research efforts are attempting to develop defect-free coatings in order to raise the
threshold, but this solution is not available for the near term. It has been shown, however, that the damage
thresholds of some multilayer optical coatings can be increased by factors of 2 to 3 as a result of pre-
illumination at sub-threshold fluences.l-3 This pre-illumination, or conditioning, process will be used to
meet the damage threshold goals of the Beamlet laser as well as the proposed 1 - 2 MJ National Ignition
Facility (NIF).

This paper presents the procedure and apparatus used to laser condition meter-scale HfO2/SiO2 multilayer
polarizers which will be used in the Beamlet laser system. A study of different conditioning techniques, the
effects of conditioning, and the determination of a practical process for conditioning large-area optics is
presented.

2. LASER CONDITIONING EXPERIMENTS

There are four main types of illumination sequences which are used to determine unconditioned, 1:1 and S:I,
• and conditioned, N: 1 and R: 1,damage thresholds. The 1:1 sequence irradiates a site with only one laser shot.

The S: 1 test irradiates a site with several hundred shots at an equal fluence. The N: 1 test increments the
fluence on a site in a step like manner, with a significant time period between each step. The R: 1 test slowly

' increments the fluence, in a ramped manner, on a single site over several hundred shots. Both the S: 1 and
R: 1 tests are done with only 100 ms between each laser pulse. While the R: 1 thresholds are generally higher
than N: 1 thresholds, the N: 1 conditioning program is more practical for large optics.
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Fig. 1 Raster-conditioning involves scanning a small diameter
beam over an area in a series of increasing fluence levels.
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Fig. 2. Five-step raster-conditioning raised the S"1 threshold by 1.8x but did not
reach an R' 1 conditioned value. The conditioning effect lasts for several
months, but some minor damage did occur while conditioning.
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Early work in the area of conditioning showed that an N: 1process could be used to raise the damage threshoh
ofa 4-cm-diameter area on a HfO2/SiO2 coating in-situ using the Nova laser at LLNL. 3 More recent researct_
has concentrated on off-line conditioning techniques such as raster-condtioning. This technique involves
scanning a small diameter beam over an area at a series of fluences with increasing magnitude (Fig. 1). This
type of raster-step conditioning is most comparable to N:I type conditioning where the fluence is

' incremented after each illumination. All of the conditioning results were achieved by illuminating the
sample at the intended use angle and wavelength.

' The results of raster-z:ep conditioning tests on a HfO2/SiO2 polarizer coating are shown in Fig. 2. When an
area of 10mm x 25 mm was rastered with five stepped fluences, the S: 1damage threshold increased by 1.8x.
When the same sized area was rastered with only two sub-threshold fluence steps, no conditioning effect was
apparent. The coating's S:I and R:I damage thresholds are shown compared to the results of raster
conditioning. The test showed that the raster-conditioned threshold was not as high as the R: 1 threshold. It
was also observed that the conditioning effect lasts for at least several months. However, some minor damage
occurs during the conditioning process. This damage causes only a small increase in total scatter compared
to that due to the pre-existing defects and does not influence the optical performance.

Laser Parameters text represents
1064 nm number of damage points
10 ns, 10 Hz and their diameters
0.3 mm 90% diam.
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Fig. 3. Further raster-conditioning tests showed that damage that does occur is
minor and does not grow upon further, higher-fluence illumination.

Figure 3 shows another series of tests which were used to better determine the amount of damage that might
° occur during conditioning. Four separate tests are shown, differentiated by the area rastered and the number

of shots per-site used. Different fluence steps were also used. During all four tests, a small amount of minor
damage began to appear at the fluence levels which were above the S: 1 threshold of the sample. In the first
test, the beam was centered on one of the 30-_m damage points, and the fluence was stepped up. The original
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30-I.tmdamage point did not grow, but a second damage point appeared at 35 J/cm2. These tests showed that
the damage that does occur is minor, and does not grow upon further, higher fluence, illumination.
Experience with the Nova system and results of ly,_ampropagation modeling suggests that damage points less
than 100-200 _tm in diameter do not influence the system.
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Fig. 5 Six-step raster-conditioning procedure is used to condition
Beamlet polarizers.

The conditioning process was also shown to reduce the severity of laser damage at high fluences by as much
as 1.6x-4.0x, as well as increasing the S: 1 threshold. Figure 4 shows the results of tests on a witness sample
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as well as on a 5 cm x 10 cm conditioned area. In both cases, when some type of conditioning was applied
to the coating, either R: 1 or raster-step conditioning, the size of the largest damage points observed at a given
fluence decreased significantly.

This research lead to the development of a six-step raster-step-conditioning procedure, shown in Fig. 5,
that was used to condition the Beamlet polarizers. The first fluence is equal to one-half the S: 1 thresh-
old as determined on witness samples. The six steps are then equally spaced up to a final level which
exceeds the Beamlet fluence requirements for that optic by a 15% safety margin.

The procedure given in Fig. 5 was first tested on a witness sample from the Beamlet polarizer production
run. As shown in Fig. 6, the S: 1 threshold was 7.1J/cm 2. An area of 5 cm x 10cm was conditioned following
the outlined procedure, and the S:1 damage threshold within the conditioned area was 11.5 J/cm2, an increase
in threshold of 1.6x.

Damage threshold at 1064 nm, 3 ns
]4-
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Fig. 6 By applying the raster-conditioning technique, the damage threshold
of the polarizer increased by 1.6x.

3. LARGE-AREA CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Figure 7 shows the system constructed to do the large-area conditioning. The laser used for conditioning
is a 1064-nm, 1.4-J, Nd:YAG, operating at a 10-Hz rep-rate with a 10-ns pulsewidth. A variable attenuator
allows the laser energy to change from nearly zero up to the maximum available. A telescope with an
effective focal length of 10 meters is used to focus the beam down to a 3-mm, I/e2 beam diameter. Laser
fluence is measured in an equivalent sample plane using a beam profiler and a joulemeter. The laser
pulsewidth is also monitored. The optic is placed on a translational stage, capable of moving a meter-scale
optic weighing up to 400 pounds. The entire translation table can be rotated + 90 degrees, so that the coating
can be conditioned at its use angle. This is important for interference coatings where the laser-induced
electric fields areinfluenced by illumination angle. The stage has better than 100 I.tmof repeatability. The

, entire translation and damage detection system is covered by a class 100 cleanroom.

The coating is monitored for damage using a scatter detection system similar to what others have
implemented. 4-6 This scatter system measures the intensity of scattered light just before and just after the
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Fig. 7. Large-area conditioning facility layout.
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laser fires. By subtracting the before measurement from the after, scatter changes caused by laser damage
or by surface cleaning can be detected. The scatter-detection system has a design spatial resolution of 20
l.tm. A Questar telescope with magnification of 50x is also used to monitor the optic surface and to record
plasma emissions associated with laser damage of the coating.

' The interaction of all of the system elements is shown in Fig. 8. By using all of the diagnostics available,
the system can operate virtually unattended. The software, which controls the process, compares laser
energy and change-in-scatter (AS) readings to user-programmable limits. If a limit for either is exceeded,

, the xy coordinate and the diagnostic level for the event is recorded. Ifa critical limit is exceeded, the system
halts all operation and warns the operator. For the laser energy, the non-critical and critical limits were+ 15%
of the set energy. For the AS limits, non-critical limits were set for signals representing approximately 20-
to 70-I.tm-damage diameters and critical limits were set to levels representing damage diameters greater than
approximately 70 _tm, based on additional calibration experiments.

4. CONDITIONING OF BEAMLET POLARIZERS

A Beamlet polarizer with a clear aperture of 73.4 cm x 37.0 cm was raster conditioned using the six-step
program shown in Fig. 5. Each scan took approximately 15 hours. During each conditioning scan the scatter
diagnostic recorded 500-900 non-critical AS sites. This represents 0.15%-0.26% of the 340,000 total sites
illuminated. The number of positive and negative AS values were comparable for scans 1 through 5, and
negative signals made up approximately half the data points. During scan 6, the first above-S: 1-threshold
scan, approximately 30% more sites were detected. This is consistent with earlier findings in which damage
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Fig. 9. Map of the recorded AS signals for scan 2 with AS signal resolution
0 set for --20 gm damage sites.

becomes more prominent at above-threshold conditioning steps. A map of the xy coordinates of recorded
AS signals for scan 2 is shown in Fig. 9. This scan is representative of the appearance of scans 1 through 5.ii

There appear to be specific areas where a conglomeration of AS sites are found, and other areas where there
are none. Figure 10 shows the map of the AS sites recorded during scan 6. Not only did the number of
detected sites increase by 30%, but they were more widely distributed across the optic.
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Fig 11 AS maps for scan 6 with AS signal cutoff set for damage diameters greater than 20 _tm,
50 _tm, and 70 _m. No signals indicating damage diameters greater than 80 _tm.
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As mentioned before, the small damage diameters do not influence the optical performance. As the lower
limit of diameters recorded increases, the density of points on the map decreases significantly. Figure 11
shows the AS map for scan 6 as the AS cutoff is changed to only include data representing damage diameters
> 20 t.tm,> 50 I.tm,and > 70 l.tm. Damage diameters that exceed 80 ktm were not detected in any of the six
scans.

Scans 1-5 had very similar AS maps, which was not expected since the same sites should not damage multiple
times. It was found that a map similar to scans 1-5 could be generated without illuminating the sample with

w the conditioning beam, meaning that the scatter detection system was recording damage where none had
occurred. The problem has since been narrowed down to electronic noise and a motion-relative scatter error.
The electronic noise is influenced by acoustic signal generation by the laser which couples into the scatter

Electronic and !_ Real damage signals

acoustic noise S Possible cleaning

.---_ [] False signals

O
,_ %'%

,.- --,,- - - Damage signals
o _ "" ----- without influence of

_ __._ x noise
E ,_x

Z _
i

I

I

0

A Scatter ( Volts ) Motion relative scatter
error range

Fig 12 The recorded AS values were affected by noise as shown.
The contribution is likely significant, possibly as much as 50%,
which means that < 0.1% of the sites recorded represent damage.

detection system. The motion-relative scatter error is due to high-scatter sources on the optic which can move
into, or out of, the field of view of the diagnostic between the before- and after-scatter measurements. These
two errors contribute to a large number of the 500-900 sites detected. Figure 12 shows a schematic histogram
plot of AS data and indicates the relative contributions of the various AS signal sources. This means that the
number of AS signals representing damage is actually much less than 0.15%-0.26% of the total sites which
showed a AS signal.

5. CONCLUSIONS

, Laser conditioning of meter-sized optics is possible and has been demonstrated on the polarizers for the
Beamlet laser system. By applying a raster-step conditioning procedure to the polarizer coatings, the S:I
damage threshold increased by 1.6x, and the severity of damage that might occur at higher fluences was
reduced by 1.6x to 4.0x. The process does induce minor damage (< 80 I.tm) to the coating, but optical
performance is not affected. Scatter measurements made during conditioning indicated that minor damage
was measured on < 0.1% of the 340,000, 1-mm-diameter sites illuminated.
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